Speaker Sessions: 6.45 – 7.10pm
ROOM
MATHS Francesca ONeill OP17 + Elliot Cyriax OP17
1
Banking with a Conscience
In addition to hosting stalls, Francesca and Elliot – both OPs - will be
sharing a speakers session to tell us how they have found their first jobs
from university, working in Parliament to advise banks on how they can
help the global economy approach Net Zero.

MATHS Kate Chacksfield, Media Coach, Chax Media
2
Tips and techniques to succeed at interviews
How do you manage nerves at a potentially life changing interview?
Kate has answers! A BBC television reporter for Newsround, producer on
the Six O’Clock News and Tomorrow’s World, then Science and a
Technology Correspondent on Sky News, Kate founded ChaxMedia to
provide clients from children to FTSE100 directors with media and
presentation skills. She specialises in Oxbridge and university interviews.
MATHS Sebastian Umrigar OP 11
3
From The Wife of Bath to Graham Norton
Sebastian’s pathway from English at Exeter and UCL to working in
television production - The Graham Norton Show, The Mash Report and
productions across Channel 4, BBC1 and ITV!
A talk with added celebrity tales…

Speaker Sessions: 7.15 – 7.40pm
Anthony Searle OP 09
Legal Eagles and Medical Serpents
In addition to hosting a stall, Anthony will be telling us why he chose to
be a barrister rather than a solicitor and the differences between these:
why law is much more than the criminal law you see on television; and
why he has specialised in medical law. A must for potential lawyers!

Natalie Maalouf OP 16, Medicine Graduate (2022)
Dr Peter Jaye, Consultant in Emergency Medicine
Host:Dee O’Connor, Head of Chemistry/MVD Society, St Benedict’s School
The Making of Medics – A hosted Q&A ‘fireside’ chat with pupils
What does it take to succeed in gaining a place to study medicine and
then to be a good practitioner? And what skills are required for both?
Natalie and Dr Jaye offer insights from their very different perspectives
and career positions, to anyone considering a career in healthcare.
Nicholas Orford-Williams
Apprenticeships at…the BBC!
Did you know you can take a Master’s level apprenticeship? Nicholas is
doing exactly this, in machine learning and AI, at the BBC.
Come and hear why he made this choice, and why media is also now
about Computer Science.

